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Overview

Sceneco is a state-of-the-art multi-currency and multi-economy scenario generator for real-world and 

risk-neutral scenarios.

Sceneco generates realistic and economically consistent real-world scenarios, and uses actual or 

calibrated volatility surfaces to generate risk-neutral scenarios. Sceneco provides convenient calibration 

and validation features, and the capability to generate scenarios on a need basis with latest market 

data.

The range of supported risk factors includes:

Macro

  GDP, unemployment, inflation, current account balance, disposable net income

Market

  Equity, hedge fund and private equity indices

  Real estate indices

  Foreign exchange rates

  Real and nominal risk-free yields by currency and maturity

  Risky yields and spreads by currency, maturity and rating class

  Bond, ABS and MBS indices

Credit

  Credit cycle by currency, country, and sector

  Migration and default probabilities by currency, country and sector
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Main Features

Sceneco is a real-world and risk-neutral scenario generator with a fully transparent approach to 

scenario generation starting from input data to calibration and simulations.

Real-world Scenarios

  Use of advanced financial and econometric models with realistic distributions and dependency models 

to ensure realistic projections of the simulated risk factors

  Modelling of stylised macro-economic facts such as interest rate parity or mean reversion

  Use of robust calibration techniques to ensure stationarity of simulated scenarios

  Ability to adjust unbiased parameter calibrations by expert opinions

  Advanced modelling approach to risk-free yield curve

  Superior credit risk and spread modelling using credit cycle and cycle-dependent migration matrix

Risk-neutral Scenarios

  Generation of risk-neutral scenarios consistent with implied volatility surface assumptions and 

martingale conditions

  Support of user-defined implied volatility surface with volatilities depending on expiry, moneyness, 

and tenor
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Main Components

Calibration

Performs calibration of univariate risk factor models and dependency model based on historical data. 

The resulting calibrations represent unbiased estimates of the model parameters which can be over-

written to incorporate expert views on expected value or volatility of the projected risk factors.

Real-world Scenarios

Simulation of stochastic scenarios representing future outcome of the risk factors. Simulations are 

performed for user-specified frequency and simulation horizon. Comprehensive statistical tools support 

analysis and validation of the simulated scenarios.

Risk-neutral Scenarios

Simulation of risk-neutral scenarios according to the specified implied volatility surface. Sceneco 

supports both empirical and modelled volatility surfaces. The risk-neutral scenarios ensure a maximum 

level of consistency with their corresponding real-world scenarios. Sceneco provides statistical tools to 

verify martingale property and the implied volatility assumptions.

What-if Analysis

Performs conditional analysis in the space of simulated scenarios. Conditional scenarios are defined by 

introducing constraints on simulated values of one or several risk factors. Constraints can be introduced 

for different time steps on nominal values, returns or CDF values of simulated scenarios.

Valuation

Integrated valuation of asset and liability portfolios. Portfolio valuation can be performed using 

unconditional or conditional scenarios. Valuation component also supports reverse stress testing.
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Application Areas

Asset and Liability Valuation

Sceneco features a powerful and integrated valuation module covering a wide range of asset and 

liability classes including derivatives and structured assets. The valuation module uses simulated 

scenarios to perform portfolio valuation at any time step within the simulation horizon. The distribution 

of the portfolio is computed with comprehensive support of relevant statistics such as expected return, 

volatility and VAR.

Stress Testing

Sceneco generates realistic scenarios that represent normal and stressed economic conditions. As 

a result stress scenarios can be defined for individual or a group of risk factors by conditioning their 

simulated values to stressed outcomes. Scenarios consistent with Federal Reserve CCAR or EBA 

scenarios can be easily derived using this approach. In addition, Sceneco assigns probabilities to 

defined stress scenarios consistent with historical data and user inputs.

Reverse Stress Testing

Sceneco supports identification of scenarios that lead into a critical portfolio loss, the so-called reverse 

stress scenarios. Sceneco achieves this by performing valuations of the portfolio for all simulated 

scenarios and identifying those scenarios that result in the critical portfolio loss, making Sceneco a 

powerful application in the investigation and identification of portfolio-critical exposures.
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Technology

Sceneco is implemented in latest .NET technology. Sceneco leverages the power of .NET technology in both design and 

integration of powerful applications. It uses a client server architecture that supports multi-user workflow.

Sceneco utilizes entity framework to access data providing flexibility in integration with different database servers. To 

increase performance Sceneco is based on multi-threading programming ensuring computational speed in a multi-core 

environment.



About EVMTech

EVMTech is a risk management advisory and software company serving the financial services sector. 

EVMTech is widely recognised in the areas of operational risk and stress testing. The core expertise 

provided by EVMTech includes development and implementation of frameworks that meet regulatory 

and internal capital requirements of our clients. EVMTech software products provide advanced tech-

nology and rich functionality. Our clients are already leveraging EVMTech experience and services in 

capital modelling around the globe.
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